Dear Donald Trump,

You are a strong and powerful candidate for the US Presidency. But how you must ask yourself how you can win if your nation does not distinguish between truth and lies? You need the proof of the Bible, the proof of Jesus Christ. Please, promote the text among your people. You can do it, brother in Christ, because you are rich, smart, brave, and powerful!

Because of the final separation of humanity into two groups ("the hell" and "the Heaven"), there should be more clear guidance on how to behave and how to think in this world at pre-end. Our freedom of choice exists because of the love or the hate towards objective reality, so leaders, especially scientists, should try to reveal all objective aspects of the Real World. Please do not be afraid of God's Proofs. They are not intended to weaken your faith.

Title: “Mom or sin-drunk world—Who is smarter?”

My mother says that she knows God exists. Can you imagine? She knows! She has knowledge. But the world does not know. It has no knowledge. Then who looks silly? The world or my mother?

Opening my eyes, I feel that the whole world comes to me with weapons and warfare. But listening to my heart, I feel that Jesus Christ has overcome the world.

One may argue that "mom was cheated and infected by the faith." Instead, I ask whether the fact that the world does not know something, is because of its great erudite-ness?

The world needs to grow to enrich itself with knowledge. But today, the world has no knowledge, like any silly one. The existence of Jesus Christ is proven as follows:

1) The existence of God has arguments, such as those given by Thomas Aquinas.

2) A person is not wrong (and has no hallucinations or illusions), until she/he is proven wrong.

The latter Presumption is proven in the following way: Without this conjecture, there is no knowledge, because all is in doubt. Therefore, the latter sentence is the knowledge.

   Conclusion: God is proven.

There is no limit of silliness.

Previously, the most desperate ones have “cracked nuts with their heads,” as Russians say. Now ones “bang the building piles down with their heads.” Such actions are seen on the evening News. See: "The drunk Ukrainian soldiers blew themselves up", “over 200 men slammed themselves on Russian cemetery, three man were killed.”

The perfect philosophical song is Erasure - Ship of Fools (Official Video)

https://youtu.be/ekc_aR5LyAk
Forgive me, brother in Christ! I do not read the comments from the atheists or other opposers; it is not safe and is meaningless. I cannot save them, but could end up a crying fool outside the Golden Gates of the promised Heavenly Jerusalem.

P.S. The text was checked by the smart people from the Editing service, see:
Hello Dmitri! My name is Christine and I will be your editor. I look forward to offering my assistance to you.